Can Safety Be Led?
Putting Up the Safety Flag Pole

A lieutenant is with a sergeant and two privates. Near them is a hole in the ground, a flag pole, several lengths of rope and assorted tools and equipment. What command should the lieutenant give? The correct answer is, “Sergeant, get this flag pole up.”

In the military, there is a clear distinction between those who formulate strategies, those who develop tactics and those who actually carry out the battle plans. In safety, these distinctions are not always clear.

How do leaders lead safety and what do they task to others? Leaders can promote safety and try to control risks, set policies, provide training and establish rules and procedures. They can threaten punishment for non-compliance, ensure that accidents are investigated to determine influences that impact worker choices, identify systems issues that limit workplace behavior and conditions and look for multiple causation of accidents among the myriad elements that make up processes and the workplace.

But is all this leadership? Can an organization be led into improved safety performance? What can a site manager or corporate officer do to impact the probability that a line worker will or will not get injured on the job? It is not as easy as giving an order to be safe, but not as complicated as personally taking over the job of the safety manager. There is a lot of debate about what constitutes safety leadership, but there also are some concrete guidelines used by successful safety leaders. I would like to offer the following four suggestions for improving the effectiveness of safety leadership:

**Strategy vs. Tactics** – Leaders should be the developers of strategy. They should develop the battle plan to defeat accidents. Remember, failing less is NOT a safety strategy. A strategy is the methodology by which you accomplish a goal. It is not just the goal and it is not the tactical plan to win each battle. The most common goals I hear from leaders are numeric targets for reducing accident rates. That is the mathematical version of “failing less.” A strategy should focus safety efforts on particular risks or precautions that could impact a significant percentage of accidents.

Once a strategy is developed, it is critical to let others in the organization help develop the tactics to accomplish it. Deming said, “People support what they help create.” If leaders develop the tactics as well as the strategy, they fail to get buy-in from the people who control
the success of their battle plan. If leaders say, “Let’s focus on these issues,” others should decide how to develop the focus and how to direct the actions of their own teams or business units. Effective leadership is not micromanagement, and following the strategy developed by the safety manager is not leadership.

**Level of Expectation** — Just establishing a focus seldom will accomplish the goal. Levels of expectation are set by consistency and follow-up. If expectations are that instant perfection will be attained, people will dismiss the goal as unrealistic. If expectations are set too low, people will not be motivated to act. More often, however, the level of expectation is realistic but not maintained. If leaders don’t stay on message and constantly remind and reinforce, expectations tend to diminish or disappear.

Once a strategy is set, a good leader will ask for periodic progress reports. When progress has been made, the efforts should be positively reinforced. When inadequate or no progress has been made, the level of expectation must be re-established. Everyone must be convinced that this expectation is not going away.

**Visible Caring** — A good general is one who wins the war. He wins by empowering his officers and soldiers win battles. Effective leaders are perceived as deeply caring about success and valuing the contributions of the people involved. Leaders should create an atmosphere of teamwork and winning. People take pride in contributing toward victory and want to be part of a winning team.

An effective safety leader shows leadership in a very visible way. Workers can’t see what the leader truly cares about and can’t know their thoughts. Plans and priorities must become visible. Constant and effective communication is a trait of such leadership. The goal of this communication is not just the transfer of information, but the recruit-
A successful safety leader shows leadership in a very visible way and delivers constant, effective communication.
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